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About This Content

This soundtrack contains 35 beautiful original scores composed by Rourkie Daniels, including bonus tracks that didn't make it
into the game, as well as a special insert containing insight into the composition process. The tracks are DRM free, and in MP3

format and in non-looped versions for your listening pleasure.

To locate the DLC please follow these instructions: Right-click (Ctrl+Click on Mac) The Pirate's Fate in your library, then
select Properties>Local Files>Browse Local Files.

*Special Note: 6 tracks from the game are not included. Additional music was composed by Ebunny, Tim Beek, and
Artofescapism. These tracks may be found online through Ebunny's Bandcamp page, Tim Beek's personal website, and

Artofescapism's Free Music Archive page.

Tracklist:

01. Main Theme (1:29)
02. Something is Happening (2:52)

03. Incidental (2:50)
04. Underwater (2:38)

05. An Uneasy Proposition (1:54)
06. Leeko the Great (2:20)
07. Darius’s Legacy (2:52)

08. Great Evil Approaches (2:39)
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09. The Cave (3:00)
10. A Tender Moment (2:47)

11. How Interesting (2:16)
12. A Gift from the Goddess (2:39)

13. Mourning (2:12)
14. Serious Business (2:10)

15. Hole in the Ocean (2:24)
16. Angelic Mila (1:44)

17. It Will All Be Okay (4:30)
18. Something is Afoot (2:56)
19. Making Mischief (2:04)

20. Romantic Rendezvous (2:29)
21. Something is Different About You (2:32)

22. I Think I Have a Plan (2:14)
23. Tension Rising (2:21)

24. Can We Just Leave (2:40)
25. A Brief Momentary Pause (1:30)

26. Really Serious Business (2:31)
27. Interruption (1:12)

28. Into the Mirror (2:51)
29. Truly Serious Business (2:12)

30. End Credits Theme (1:18)
Bonus - Mila’s Theme (1:26)

Bonus - Big Leeko and Chef Leeko (1:40)
Bonus - Bear Darious Theme (1:01)

Bonus - Those Pirates are Fast (1:23)
Bonus - End Credits (Full Length) (3:16)
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Best Game in the FRICKIN WORLD. Awesome, actually quite relaxing and chilling game, without glitches, that has you rollin'
around , with Friendly Russian
 slim trees watching your way. Could do with a liiiiittle bit of polish (Yes. I said that line), but if you ignore lack of speed, good
music, actual gameplay, menus, ability to quit through interface rather than pressing famous Alt+F4, combat, amazing graphics,
system of upgrades, capture the flag (or Gas) mode, ray tracing, custom Heads- up display, more than 1 map, player
customization, Jumpin' button option, originality, art, bonus features and a few more things- this is actually a really Really nice
game. ALMOST GotY. I play a lot of otome visual novels and I must say this one has a bit of a twist. Instead of the woman
being the courtesan, the men are the objects of affection. The music and artwork are great as should be for this type of game. I
have done 3 out of 5 of the guys routes and I love that they are each very different. You know a lot of the time when you play
these games the plot is the same just with a different guy, but that is not so for this game. Each guy has a very different plot.
The only thing that I wish is that Musashi had a route because it become quite obvious that he loves the protagonist although he
may be a bit older. Still great game and I highly recommend.

***The only I guess negative thing I can say about this game is at times there are a few translation and grammar issues...but I
didnt find that it really detracted from the story as I loved all the characters I have played through (so far).. This game was a
dud. Instead of being fun and untuitive, it went the way of crapy logi-gun and make everything unnecessarily convoluted. It is
basically portal but some of the portals do more things. It starts out fine enough but then the time gun makes no sense and is
overly convoluted. You then need to make 4 copies of yourself sometime and then do a specific thing with each one without
touching the others, as that resets everything. There is so much repetition and trial and error to figure out puzzles. Walkthroughs
barely help because everything is so complicated and requires so many steps and needs to be perfectly placed that words don't
help, only videos. Unfortunately since like nobody plays this turd anyways there are like no video walkthroughs on youtube, nor
is their anything in the community page, and the only written walkthrough online jumps around randomly/doesn't make sense
and isn't well done. The conrols suck on pc and are even worse on controller. Everything is finicky and too touchy, especially
when you need to be precise. Saving should be done before each puzzle so you don't have to go through others to get back to
one. The inclusion "of metroidvana" is just annoying and unnecessary. So much annoying backtracking and having to do
mechanics again just to traverse the level. There is random boosts like jumping that you actually need to finish puzzles but they
can be hard to find and in this giant randomly made map with no specific direction or flow its a lot of running around looking
for it. Apparently it gets even more convoluted and confusing at the end of the game, growing so annyoingly complicated the
makers released a video of how to beat the final puzzle, which took 4 minutes of them doing straight through. No thanks, I
decided to get out 3/4 through the game when thinks already sucked enough. No story at all. Terrible graphics. Music was ok.
4.5/10.. if your using the oculus touch controls be ready to hold the controler up to shoot (holding the gun in a normal way
shoots at the floor ) Ive only played one game and this is the only issue seen so far but until this is fixed i cant reccomend. I will
change review once fixed. I have also posted this issue in the bugs section.. This DLC adds Act 5 Plains of Karponia with new
bosses and relics that are fun and worthwhile additions to the already addictive base game. Not to mention that the new Samurai
class that comes with this expansion is a lot of fun to play as and still feels just as unique as the others. Definitely a must have
for fans of the game.
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Perfect example of how to ruin an atmospheric horror game!! The game never had any good gameplay mechanics but it was fine
in the first chapter, as there was little combat and the game was primarily focused on the atmosphere. It all changed in the
second and final chapter. The game suddenly became a shooter with aliens attacking you. This would not be so bad had the
games controls actually been good. The aiming is atrocious and the character movement just horrible! Worst of all is the battle
against the beast. How stupid! You are forced to fight a beat with a gun that is next to impossible to aim, even if he is right in
front of you. The controls are barely responsive and something even reloeding is a chore as you need to press the reload button a
few times. When you manage to reloed, for some reason, it takes a few seconds to be able to shoot, whilst the beast gets closer.
The game had great potential in the first chapter but the programmers decided to become lazy and make this a shooter with
controls that were not even acceptable in the ps1 era. Fortunately, this game and so I did not waste so much money in buying
this crap.. Did you try the first Zafehouse Diaries?
If yes and you some what enjoyed it, than this one is a must. Much better options and its like the first one but more rounded
out...
Right now the game is $6.99
What are you going to do with $6.99 in your pocket?
I know what I'm doing... Killing zombies and exploring houses and recruiting new NPCs to help with my journey.
. This game is amazing. Addicting farming/crafting system, huge world to explore with a lot of hidden stuff, really nice written
quest's story, lovely pixel art design, tons of items and more.

I've enjoyed every single minute I've played! :). I think this is a nice take on hidden object games. Offers puzzles & teasers too.
Suitable for all ages.. Runs like garbage, can't even get a solid 30 fps

Badly optimized. Can't believe I'm saying this about a Deus Ex game.. Best table top game I've played in virtual reality so far..
Perfect game, just like the two previous installments! I absolutely adore it.. nice captain. With all the silliness, this part gets
surprisingly serious near the end.. fun game, cute art, but the lobby kinda dead now
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